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Goal: Support WV
educators in
implementing GIS
across the content
areas.
Approach: Identify the
barriers, and do
whatever it take to
remove the barrier.

Talk to
Educators

Hit the
barrier
from every
angle!

Remove
Barrier
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WVDE History of GIS in K12

2010
Statewide
License

Teacher
Training
Bootcamps

Some interest

Saturday
Workshops

Lots of interest!

ArcGIS
Online

ESRI
Geoinquiries

"Geoinquiries make GIS so much easier to use with Middle School
students - opens in browser, no passwords, and a specific set of data to
explore. I have taken many professional development courses on how to
use GIS but found it so hard to implement in the classroom until
Geoinquiries came along. " ~ Carolyn Thomas, NBCT

State GIS standard connections
• Weak: Geography standards included in each social studies course,
though no specific geography courses. Many references to maps,
but no specific call outs to GIS.
• Strong: Computer Science standards include:
•
•
•
•

Computer Science – Introduction to GIS
3rd high school science credit
Not software specific
Guidance document references ESRI products and resources.
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Teacher Professional Learning Offerings
Goal: Support WV educators in
implementing GIS across the content areas.
• Short workshops
• Teaching with Geoinquiries
• Introduction to digital mapping
• Story Maps
• Survey123
• Self-paced ESRI training
• WV Learns (E-Learning Course)
• Designed for those teaching CS – Intro to
GIS

Approach: Provide multiple avenues to
educators to “enter” GIS.
• Offered 4 times a year
• New course in development – Teaching with
GIS
• Long workshops
• 2 day intensives
• Content-specific workshops
• Example: GIS in Math education
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Current WV Learns GIS Course for Teachers
Computer Science – Introduction to GIS ( 3 hour course for certificate renewal)
• In this course, you are going to explore the many ways that GIS is used in today's society. In addition, you will
gain a basic understanding of using a GIS, collecting data to be included in a GIS, and creating map products
from a GIS. In this course, you will create a syllabus to guide instruction for the Introduction to GIS computer
science course. You will also collect artifacts of your own GIS instruction and accomplishments in an online
portfolio. The ultimate goal of this course is that you will learn technologies, tools, and lessons that you can
use in teaching GIS to students.
New Courses Under Development
• Teaching with GIS (3 hour course for certificate renewal)
• GIS for Math Educators (self-paced, 1 credit course for certificate renewal)
• GIS for English Language Arts Educators (self-paced, 1 credit course for certificate renewal)
• Story Maps
• Survey123
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Developing WV-specific GeoInquiries
(Summer – Fall 2019)
Goal: Support WV educators in
implementing GIS across the content areas.

Approach: Create GeoInquiries specifically
tied to WV standards.

1. 55 Counties of WV, and the Development of Major Cities - Identify the 55 counties and major cities of West Virginia on a map and explain the reason
for the development of the major cities in their respective locations.
2. WV Physical Geography - Investigate climate, landforms, natural resources and population density in West Virginia’s geographical regions using
special purpose maps and evaluate the impact of people’s lives and settlement patterns using Geographical Information Systems, topographical maps,
climate and census maps.
3. Native American and European Settlements in Present-Day WV - Demonstrate an understanding of the settlement of Western Virginia and the United
States by Native Americans and Europeans.
4. WV Becomes a State - Demonstrate an understanding of the American Civil War including its causes, effects and the major events that led to West
Virginia statehood.
5. WV Tourism – Why WV? - Identify the nine distinct tourist regions in the state of West Virginia and analyze which geographic factors influence each
region.
6. Elementary – The Mountains and Valleys of WV - Identify the four physical geographic regions of West Virginia, the major communities and the
natural resources found within each region. Investigate the nine tourist regions of West Virginia.
7. Elementary – The Growth of WV - Analyze the impact of West Virginia’s geography on transportation, settlement, jobs, clothing, food, shelter, services
and interaction with others outside the state.
8. Elementary – WV Becomes a State - Sequence the events that led to the formation of the state of West Virginia (e.g., timeline). Analyze the moral,
ethical and legal tensions that led to the creation of the new state of West Virginia and how those tensions were resolved.
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WV Storymap Contest
Goal: Support WV educators in
implementing GIS across the content areas.

Approach: Provide excitement for students,
and a goal for educators.

• National contest, sponsored by ESRI
• Completed Year 3
• Sponsored by WVDE and Education Alliance (Community Support)

• 2018 WV Winner https://arcg.is/nbKuv
• 2019 WV Example https://arcg.is/1zS1yn

WVVR Project
Goal: Support WV educators in
implementing GIS across the content areas.

Submissions
Link: http://arcg.is/10G4f9

Approach: Use tools (like Survey123) to
complete tasks and present results.

Removing Barriers for Students and Teachers
Goal: Support WV educators in
implementing GIS across the content areas.

Approach: Use SSO so that educators don’t
have to set up and maintain org.

https://wvstudentmaps.maps.arcgis.com
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Creating a WV Atlas
Goal: Support WV educators in
implementing GIS across the content areas.

Approach: Create a set of data layers that
WV educators and students can easily access
to use in mapping projects.

• http://wvde.maps.arcgis.com
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Leveraging State-level Partnerships
• Developing a HS GIS Certificate
• WV State GIS Policy Council
• Authorizing our high-school level certificate

• WV State GIS Steering Committee
• Providing support for certificate development
• Evaluating student submissions
• Conferring certificate for GIS Policy Council

• WV Association of Geospatial Professionals
• Support teachers in communities
• Subcommittee for certificate development
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Goal: Develop a 4-course sequence in GIS
• Begin with current GIS course
• Build two new courses, that will
potentially be dual credit
• Option for one of two courses to be AP
GIS course (in approval process with
College Board).
• Create a capstone independent study
course
• GIS Policy Council has the authority to
give credence to a high school GIS
certificate.
• WV State GIS Policy Council authorized
WV Office of GIS Coordination to confer
a GIS certificate with WVDE to WV High
School students who complete the
four-course pathway.

Spatial Analysis
and 3D Modeling
or AP GIS

Computer
Science –
Introduction
to GIS

Geographic
Information
Concepts,
Introduction to
ArcPro

Geospatial
Internship –
Student
completes a
specific
community-based
GIS project, as
well as three
projects that
demonstrate
specific GIS
competencies

GIS Certificate
Conferred
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Developing Administrative Uses of GIS
https://wvdemaps.maps.arcgis.com/
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Administrative Applications for WVDE
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Administrative Applications for WVDE
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Thank you!
eklose@k12.wv.us
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